
Countless articles are written on delegation, but they often mislead readers into thinking delegation is an act rather than a continuous process.  
When done properly, the process begins far before the actual delegation of a task and continues long after.  There are 3 phases of effective 
delegation - 1) Set the Table, 2) Enjoy the Meal and 3) Clean the Table.
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Trust is the cornerstone of 
effective delegation. You 
can do everything else 
right, but without trust, 
any efforts to delegate will 
devolve into nitpicking, 
micromanagement and 
the loss of any efficiencies 
gained by delegation.  

The key is to remember - 
everything you do should 
create greater trust!

Trust01

“Only Do What Only You 
Can Do.” If we think about 
what we do on a daily 
basis in this context, the 
first step of delegating - 
deciding what to delegate 
- is obvious. Pay attention 
to your unique talents and 
the responsibilities of 
your role and consider 
delegating others.

What02
If you start delegating 
when you have a pressing 
need, you will likely fail. 
Delegation works best 
when people are trained 
well in advance. Effective 
delegators anticipate the 
n e e d a n d b e g i n t h e 
process early. TRAIN in 
advance or the train does 
not advance.

When03 B e c a u s e t r u s t i s t h e 
essential foundation of 
d e l e g at i o n , w e o f t e n 
delegate to the people we 
trust most. Unfortunately, 
we often overlook how 
busy they are or how 
ready they are to handle a 
new responsibility. In 
these cases, even our most 
trusted people can fail. 
Picking who to delegate 
to should start with 
capacity and capability.

Who04
As you prepare to delegate  
important responsibilities, 
you should be able to 
clearly articulate your 
values. If you are not 
confident or consistent in 
what you value, the next 
phase of delegation will 
fail. If you can’t articulate 
acceptable boundaries 
you will be constantly 
drawn back in to make 
judgment calls to correct 
or adjust behavior.

Values05

Don’t be seduced by the good feeling - the pressure release - of 
delegating an important or difficult responsibility. The pressure is not 
relieved, it is transferred. And if the delegated party is less capable, the 
pressure is increased. Expectation management is important, but 
realistic expectations are critical. Make sure that the person being 
delegated to has a realistically achievable outcome as well as the time, 
capability and resources necessary to be successful. 

Realistic Expectations06

ENJOY THE MEAL  this is when you delegate with someone 

Intent07
An important part of delegation is 
trust and an important part of trust 
is motivation. Delegators often 
assume that the motivation to take 
on a new responsibility is the same 
motivation they had. It is important 
to understand the motivations for 
each party involved for trust to 
continue and thrive. If this 
discussion does not take place 
micromanagement usually ensues.

Motivation09

Make sure to give the person you are delegating to the autonomy to use their 
discretion to accomplish the new responsibility. They may do things differently and they 
may even make mistakes, but we all do when we are learning. As long as intentions and 
values are aligned and victory is understood, freedom will work to your advantage.

Freedom10

This one is simple.  If you and 
the party you delegate to can't 
quickly and easily articulate the 
exact same definition of victory 
- as well as a way to measure it - 
you still have work to do.

Victory08

W e t e n d t o l o o k a t 
delegation as an event - the 
proverbial passing of the 
torch - but that is 100% 
wrong.  

Delegation is a 
collaborative process.  

Think of delegation more 
like a meal you enjoy 
together with the person 
you are delegating to. The 
meal should be good for 
everyone and it is best 
when it is enjoyed together!

Four Factors of 
Realistic Expectations 

a) Time 
b) Capability 
c) Resources 
d) Outcome

               Avoid communicating what 
to do. Spend more time articulating 
your intent and the “guard rails” to 
stay between. 

• Why this needs to get done. 
• What success looks like - a vision. 
• What to stay away from. 
• The values to adhere to. 
• The experience you wish any 

participant to feel.

SET THE TABLE                           this is how you prepare and when you train 
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Delegation Creates Momentum

                Encouragement and positivity are great for 
anyone learning to do something new. Studies show a 
5:1 ratio of positive feedback to negative feedback is 
the best for any trusting and productive relationship. 
Make sure you notice people doing things right so you 
“earn" the privilege of influencing improved behavior.

Encouragement11

CLEAN THE TABLE  this is how you support the process so it can continue

                Coaching is more than just helping people do something 
better - it is observing them while they do it!  This is the most 
often ignored element of delegation. It is essential to spend the 
time observing and mentoring the person to whom you have 
delegated the responsibility.  

If you truly care about developing the person you are 
delegating to, it is essential to watch them perform, 
review the performance together and provide 
constructive feedback. 

Without a commitment of time, trust is 
quickly eroded, motivations change, 
values diverge and performance degrades.

Coaching12

                Accountability is essential, but the focus is often on results 
rather than the process. Of course results are important in any 
business environment, but mistakes are a necessary part of 
learning and they must be tolerated or delegation grinds to a halt. 
It is important to focus accountability on learning, improving, and 
adherence to values as well as results. If expectations have been 
set realistically, accountability is typically not difficult to enforce.

Accountability13

                 Accountability must be fair, uniform and consistently 
enforced. Without this crucial element, shortcuts will be taken, 
quality will suffer and time is wasted managing bad behavior 
and analyzing unpredictable results.

Consistency14

                If incentives are not aligned with the expectations, intent 
or your definition of victory - the delegated responsibility 
will likely yield an unpleasant outcome. It is 
the delegator’s responsibility to ensure 
directives do not contain implicit conflicts 
with policies, procedures and goals. Eliminate 
barriers, red-tape and other conflicts - or be 
prepared for  results that may be quite 

inconsistent with your direction.

Incentives15

Never Delegate a Task - Delegate an 
Outcome and a Responsibility

Train skills and tasks in advance

5:1

It would be nice if it were easier; 
that’s why few do it well.


